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Guillow GliderGuillow Glider

LARGE IMPRINT AREA:  You can customize the wing of this 25-1 glider.  The border you see in 
photo above MUST be on the wing, you can put your logos & text messages anywhere within this 
border on the left and right wings.  Approx 11/4” x 13/8” each side.

SHORT PRODUCTION TIME:  Only 10-15 working days to produce your custom gliders.  Get 
the promotion out to your customer fast!  Note: large qtys over 10,000 pcs may take longer time. 

Thank you for looking over this product information sheet, if you need more detailed information and pricing you can 
visit our website at www.guillowgliders.com or contact us at promotional@guillow.com.   To place an order for a FUN 
Guillow Glider talk to your promotional products sales rep or contact any promotional products company.

LOW MINIMUM QTYS:  Order as few as 250 pieces of ANY Guillow glider.

COLORFUL:  Standard imprint color for this 25-1 is black.  For a very small charge you can change 
to Red, Blue or Green to make your custom message stand out.

WINTER USES FOR GLIDERS:  Trade shows, direct mailings, fundraisers, new product release.
A WINTER success story ....  A computer company recently used the Guillow Glider to hype their new 
product release at a trade show.  The message read “Windows that Fly!”   Not only did the booth 
attract potential customers, the gliders soared above the other exhibitors with their advertisements.
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LARGE IMPRINT AREA:  The WING of this 25-1 glider is 9” long.  The border you see in photo 
above MUST be on the wing, this still gives you approx 13/4” x 33/4” on the left and right wings.  The 
Pilot / Tail imprint can also change on this glider for a small charge.

SHORT PRODUCTION TIME:  Only 10-15 working days to produce your custom gliders.  Get 
the promotion out to your customer fast!  Note: large qtys over 10,000 pcs may take longer time. 

Thank you for looking over this product information sheet, if you need more detailed information and pricing you can 
visit our website at www.guillowgliders.com or contact us at promotional@guillow.com.   To place an order for a FUN 
Guillow Glider talk to your promotional products sales rep or contact any promotional products company.

SPRIN
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LOW MINIMUM QTYS:  Order as few as 250 pieces of ANY Guillow glider.

COLORFUL:  Standard imprint color for this 26-1 is blue.  For a very small charge you can change 
to Red, Green or Black to make your custom message stand out.

SPRING USES FOR GLIDERS:  Outdoor events, company picnics, air shows, weddings.
A SPRING success story ....  Politicians know how important it is to be noticed and recognized.  One 
small town Mayor used the Guillow Glider to get his name out during the towns 4th of July parade.  
Parade attendees were delighted as his team launched the gliders along the parade route.
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LARGE IMPRINT AREA:  Very large wing on this 30-1 glider.  Keeping your imprint within the  
required printed border you have approx. 13/4” x 51/4” on each side to put your logos & text message.  
The pilot and tail surfaces can also be customized for a small charge.

SHORT PRODUCTION TIME:  Only 10-15 working days to produce your custom gliders.  Get 
the promotion out to your customer fast!  Note: large qtys over 10,000 pcs may take longer time. 

Thank you for looking over this product information sheet, if you need more detailed information and pricing you can 
visit our website at www.guillowgliders.com or contact us at promotional@guillow.com.   To place an order for a FUN 
Guillow Glider talk to your promotional products sales rep or contact any promotional products company.

LOW MINIMUM QTYS:  Order as few as 250 pieces of ANY Guillow glider.

COLORFUL:  Standard imprint color for this 30-1 is red.  For a very small charge you can change to 
Blue, Green or Black to make your custom message stand out.

SUMMER USES FOR GLIDERS:  Weddings, birthday parties, auto dealerships, dentist handout.
A SUMMER success story ....  A crafty fish shack ordered 8,000 Guillow Gliders, 1,000 for each of its 8  
beach locations to use in their kids meal packets.  What was to be a months supply was depleted in 
just two weeks.
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LARGE IMPRINT AREA:  The border you see in photo above MUST be on the wing, you can put 
your logos & text messages anywhere within that on the left and right wings.  On this 50-1 you have 
approx 13/4” x 51/4” each side for your message.

SHORT PRODUCTION TIME:  Only 10-15 working days to produce your custom gliders.  Get 
the promotion out to your customer fast!  Note: large qtys over 10,000 pcs may take longer time.  

Thank you for looking over this product information sheet, if you need more detailed information and pricing you can 
visit our website at www.guillowgliders.com or contact us at promotional@guillow.com.   To place an order for a FUN 
Guillow Glider talk to your promotional products sales rep or contact any promotional products company.

FALL

PROMOS

LOW MINIMUM QTYS:  Order as few as 250 pieces of ANY Guillow glider.

COLORFUL:  Standard imprint color for this 50-1 is blue.  For a very small charge you can change 
to Red, Green or Black to make your custom message stand out.

FALL USES FOR GLIDERS:  Halloween giveaway, real estate, elections, corporate retreat.
A FALL success story ....  Real estate agents show a lot of houses, what happens when you have 
potential buyers who bring their kids along?  Keep them occupied playing in the backyard with a 
Guillow Glider as one ingenious agent did with their logo imprinted on the toy airplane.  
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